
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Song Mountain Monastery / Song Mountain 
Academy -  

fictitious lineage of Nine Gate Kung Fu 
Currently claiming to be a "Martial Buddhist Vajrayana Sangha, of the 

Ngakphang order"

UPDATE, MAY 2007: I haven't done anything with this fact site in 
years, but discovered the school discussed on this site is now 
run by a student that started with them a decade ago as a teen, 
"Ngakpa" Tony Fucina.  They are now using (knowingly or 
unknowingly) fake Tibetan Buddhist credentials, changing the 
school style from Nine Dragons to Ninegate Kung Fu.  Do NOT 
donate or support their basement "monastery", as it is run behind 
the scenes by fraud David Moerler, previously fake Shaolin 
priest, who apparently graduated to cult leader.  Read the site, 
and it will all become quite clear ... more information may be 
forthcoming, and I accept any legal challenges to the facts on 
this site.

Click HERE for a personal 
message to the students / 

followers of Song 
Mountain Monastery.

Click HERE for discussion on 
Martial Talk

 

NINE CELESTIAL DRAGONS,  JADE PHOENIX, SONG 
MOUNTAIN ACADEMY, NINEGATE, and many other names 

over the years ...

(Yes, This is the site the "monastery" warns all their new students 
about, never able to answer any of the accusations as they stand)

This site is dedicated to all the students, past and present, of Nine Dragons, 
Shaolin 9 Dragons, and the current martial arts school "Song Mountain 

Monastery" / "Song Mountain Academy"" in Buffalo, NY.

May you have the courage to seek the truth for yourself, the wisdom to find 
it, and the strength to accept it.

Click Here for the Old Websites

http://martialtalk.com/forum/showthread.php?t=49336


NOTE: This site is 
under construction 
and will have 
extensive, detailed 
information and 
research materials.  
We encourage you to 
bookmark this site 
and review the 
additions over the 
next few months. 

When it is done, a 
discussion bulletin 
board will be 
available, and we will 
accept any 
comments without  
censorship (except 
for adult language).

If you need to contact 
us with specific 
questions, use our 
contact information 
on the page "About 
Us." Hate mail is 
accepted, but we ask 
you to give serious 
thought to what you 
write.

The Reason For This Site

This site was created to give the other side of a complex 
story.  Our objective is to reveal the Truth, no more, no 
less.  We will try to be as objective as possible, but 
recognize emotional bias on the part of both writers and 
viewers. 

Not looking for friends or enemies, this information is 
posted here in good faith, based on YOUR right to know.  
Whether a student or potential student of this school, here 
is our version, with documentation wherever possible.  
Among other things, we will attempt to cover the following 
topics. 

Biographical Information on 
"Si Tai Gung" David (Davyd) 
James Moerler

Assessment of Actual Lineage

Origin and development 
of the styles, forms, 
teachings, and 
techniques

Chi Kung Safety
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"The only thing necessary 
for the triumph of evil is for 
good men to do nothing."  - 

Edmunde Burke

My name is Ken Stuczynski, a former member of the 
Nine Dragons Kung Fu Society, or "Shaolin Nine 
Dragons."  I'm not quite a disgruntled student, but a 
disgruntled leader.   I represent many of the system's 
former students when I write this.

I was the original sole instructor of the system when we 
started teaching the public in 1993, having been the 
head "regional instructor" before this, and for years was 
the highest ranking member under the "grandmaster" 
until things got strange in 1995.   Under dire 
circumstance, I was forced to question the beliefs I had 
promoted for years in what is now called "Song 
Mountain Martial Arts."

David had put me in charge of philosophy and the 
historical records of the entire system, public and 
private.  This was appropriate since I created the 
records, organized David's memoirs throughout the 
early development of the system, and because of 
educational background and interest.

I had earned my Philosophy Degree from D'Youville 
College (where I became one of David's first students) 
in 1991, but had studied Eastern philosophy, religion, 
and culture since I was 13 years old.  It was this 
eagerness to find someone claiming to know such a 
spiritual path that made me not only interested in 
David's martial arts, but a devoted organizer of a 
system where others could learn as well.

This was a painful process for me -- one of faith and 
doubt, betrayal, losing innocence, and guilt for not 
seeing the truth before it was too late.  After much 
healing, I give to you this site, not out of angst and 

 



revenge, but out of the hope I am giving others a 
chance to know the truth, and perhaps out of penance 
for having perpetuated such a myth for so long.

Ken Stuczynski 
ken@kentropolis.com 
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"Those who do not remember the past 
are condemned to repeat it" - enigmatic 

sign over cult leader's throne at the 
Guyana Massacre 

This section will contain a detailed account of the 
events leading up to the existing school, "Song 
Mountain"

The timeline below will have more and more active links 
as the site progresses...

Early Life of 
David James 
Moerler

1970 
... 

1988

The Poison Clan School of 
the Arts 

& The "Shaolin Temple"
David at 
College 1989 First Students

David in 
Navy  
& Out of 
Town

1990
Family Training Begins1991

1992

1993 Nine Dragons Formed to 
Teach Public

1994 First Seminar / 
Demonstration

David 
Returns / 
Iron Circle

1995 Pete Powell starts new 
classes in S.Bflo

1996 9 Dragons splits from 
"Shaolin" 9 Dragons

Ken takes 
sabbatical

1997 Shaolin 9 Dragon website 
taken down

1998

Song Mountain

Community 
Education 
under 8 
Tigers 
Academy

1999

2000

 

http://kentropolis.com/8tigers
http://kentropolis.com/8tigers
http://kentropolis.com/8tigers
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"There are few Shaolin Masters, but 
there is at least one in every 
phonebook." - recent saying

Shaolin is the stuff legends and myths are made of, but 
is not shrouded in lost history.  More than one or two 
people taken advantage of scarce information on the 
subject and claimed Shaolin lineage and training.  
However, more and more information is accessible, 
thanks to changing attitudes in traditional schools, 
better preservation of documents, more translated 
materials, and mass information availability (especially 
the Internet).

I have nothing but the highest respect for Shaolin -- its 
principals and philosophy, its heritage, its practice and 
way of life.  I would like to think that anyone reading this 
who has the same respect for what it stands for would 
want to know beyond any doubt if they are being duped 
into believing they have a lineage they do not.

"Si Tai Gung" David (aka Davyd) Moerler

There are no thousands of years of lineage.  There is 
no lineage, period.  David Moerler has never trained 
with or under anyone in Shaolin.  He has had no 
communication, psychic or otherwise, with any temple 
in New York, Ohio, or China.

Real Shaolin in Buffalo

As far as I have found there is only one Shaolin 
Grandmaster in the Buffalo area, and he is retired in 
Amherst.  I would be surprised if David even knows of 
him, but I know that he, nor any other Shaolin, knows of 
the "si tai gung."  He is not some 30-year-old con artist 
with delusions of grandeur.  He has a verifiable lineage 
and is respected in the martial arts community.

 



You must decide, and your decision will 
reflect the quality and stength of your 
character -- If someone truly loves the 

truth, then the truth is more important than 
what one wants to believe. 
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NOTE: The below was written before it was discovered David and his followers 
changed their story to being of a TIBETAN Buddhist lineage instead of Shaolin.  Of 
course there is no such thing as Tibetan Buddhist fighting monks who wear Shaolin 
robes and claim to have a Taoist heritage.  It boggles the mind what people will 
believe.  Even a little research will give one pause before buying such an 
elaborately evolved story.

Theologically, Shaolin is a form of Mahayana Buddhism called Ch'an (Zen).  This 
does not mean they do not also study Taoism and Confucianism, but there are not 
"Taoist Shaolin Monks" per se.  As for God, these belief systems do not directly 
address the matter, neither denying nor affirming the existence of a universal being.

Contrary to what stories you may have been told, real Shaolin IS NOT against any 
religion, including Wicca, or any form of Paganism, Shamanism, etc..  Most of the 
leaders of the "Shaolin" Nine Dragons school at least dabbled in some form of 
Witchcraft earlier in life.  Sean in particular has no tolerance for any "magic" since a 
bad personal experience in his youth.  David never denounced any religion to me, 
except for Satanism, which he supposedly practiced when he was in grade school.  
In college, he claimed to be born again, and carried his Ryrie Bible around with him 
everywhere for years.

In my own experience, some people's meditations and other spiritual exercises in 
Paganism have had a positive effect on their ability to manipulate body energy, as 
does Yoga and certain other disciplines.

On another note, I have been accused of not being qualified to judge a Buddhist 
lineage because I'm not a Buddhist (at least not on my name badge).  Even though 
this has nothing to do with knowing his credentials are false both firsthand and 
through countless testimonies of people who knew David, they should be aware 
that I studied Buddhism long before I met him, and long after.  What Song 
Mountain people take from possibly legitimate books and videos is as accurate as 
any other person who can read and see and practice, and they are welcome to any 
and all benefit from that.  But calling themselves traditional and claiming a lineage 
with nothing more than a fanciful belief and facts to the contrary is dishonest.  They 
are committing fraud every seminar they hold, no matter how good it is, and people 
have a right to know before drowning in a typically subjective experience such as 
meditation and have nothing to compare it to.  If any of them truly respected 
Buddhism, they would want to take a closer look, or at least one would think so.

"The power of religion has been sorely underestimated by our scientists.  No 
other force in history has been so effective at compelling human beings to 

say things in languages they don't understand" 
- Mauve'Bib's introduction to The New Improved Testament of the Orange Catholic 

Bible, edited by Princess Serutan.
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Page Contents:

Wing Chun
Dragon / Nine 
Dragon
Tai Chi
Stone Dragon 
(Stone Warrior)
Si Lum Tau
18 Hands of the 
Arhats
Liu Yin Liu Yang 
& Cobra Poises
Temple Kicking 
Sequence

"He who knows 
others is wise; he 

who knows himself is 
enlightened" - 

Chinese Proverb

This page is devoted to 
demystifying the styles 
and forms taught by 
the Song Mountain 
school of Nine 
Dragons.  Here are 
their true origins in 
relation to their 
student's experiences, 
including my own.

Styles

Wing Chun / Ving Tsun

David claimed to study the Southern style of Wing Chun 
in a New York City school apart from the supposed 
temple.  Most of the information he passed down to me 
from this style were snippets and tricks from magazine 
articles, particular those things in the style that Bruce 
Lee used to form Jeet Kune Do.  David was never able 
to perform any of the Wing Chun sets except one, "Si 
Lum Tau", and it was vastly incorrect.

Real Wing Chun involves many things David cannot 
teach because they are not available in books and 
videos, but has made an efficient use of many of its 
principles.  When under pressure, I tend to slip into this 
up-close approach, as these skills come to me easily.  
In fact, after much self-study and training on my part, 
David returned from the Navy and in trying to asses my 

 



skills, he was unable to overcome my close-in 
techniques (sticky-hands, etc.).  He was surprised, and 
blamed his surprise at my advancement as the reason I 
came out on top.  From that point forward, I don't recall 
sparring him beyond controlled, limited drills.

Dragon / Nine Dragon

There is no traditional "Nine Dragons" style.

Tai Chi

<pending>

Stone Dragon (Stone Warrior)

<pending>

Forms

Si Lum Tau

A sort of abridged, simplified version of the "Si Lum 
Tau" ("Small Idea Form") of Wing Chun was taught to 
me by David in 1989-90, and he changed it several 
times since then.  However, he always claimed it was 
the actual traditional form, and I did not realize 
otherwise until I consulted a number of books from 
various Wing Chun lineages.

18 Hands of the Arhats

<pending>

Liu Yin Liu Yang & Cobra Poises

<pending>

Temple Kicking Sequence



<pending>
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WARNING
All but the simplest Chi Kung 

exercises should not be practiced 
with any regularity without the 

supervision of a qualified master or 
OMD.  They can result in temporary 

or permanent damage to the body 
and mind, even death.

Suggested Guidelines  
for Safe Chi Kung Practice
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"You shall know a prophet 
to be false, for his 

prophesies shall come to 
pass" - Deuteronomy

I have seen (and thought I had seen) many 
"miraculous" feats performed by David 
Moerler.  This section will go through many 
of the tricks David uses to demonstrate 
martial skill, and how they are done.  The 
ones that are true demonstration of chi will 
be explained as well. 

I will eventually get to this page, but will 
speed up the process if anyone wants 
particular feats discussed, in which case I 
will get to them right away.
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This section will give a 
general background on the 
various people related to 
Song Mountain.  No slander -- 
just extra information than 
whatever else is on the site.

David (aka "Davyd") James 
Moerler & Jessica (Reese) 
Moerler

Information on David is available 
throughout the site, particularly in the 
school history section.

I introduced him to his wife, Jessica.  
Ironically, he used my credit card without 
my knowledge or permission to buy her 
engagement ring.  She had no previous 
martial arts experience, and I can only 
describe her as a survivor by any means 
necessary, and is spiritually strong but 
chaotic.  She may not as smart as she can 
be vengeful or vicious, but I don't 
recommend getting on her bad side.

Sean Garbach

Sean met David in the Navy and became 
one of his most devoted followers.  When I 
invited him to Buffalo for a get-together of 
my closest friends, he stayed, moving in 
with my sister Lori.  They had a child out of 
wedlock, named David James after the 
"grandmaster," which was shortly before 
she died from diabetes.  "Baby David," as 
he was called for years, is the half-brother 
of my God-daughter who lives with her 

 



aunt in Maryland.

Sean quickly adopted my "family" of 
friends as his own, along with various 
traditions I had started over the years, 
including the celebration of Little Christmas 
on January 6th.  At first I thought he was 
the senior student of David's, only to find I 
was supposedly of higher rank.

Especially after Lori's death, he seemed to 
develop a sense of rivalry or jealousy 
towards me, particularly in relation to 
David.  He tried unsuccessfully to hold 
classes many times, but could not handle 
the responsibility.  To quell his difficulty in 
accepting my authoritative place in the 
system, David changed the ranking system 
and titles a number of times.  Once, 
instigated by a personal matter, he 
challenged me and later backed out, under 
the pretense of brotherly peace.  It is 
amazing I trusted him after seeing how 
easily and often he pitted people against 
each other, including my fiancée at the 
time and myself.

Even though he avidly plays with the arts, 
his ability comes more from brawn than 
from skill.  Having little formal training 
(Japanese), he has a preference toward 
brute intimidation, and we still joke that if it 
wasn't for having a crotch and a throat, he 
would have no way of hurting us.  In other 
words, if you're going to spar him, wear a 
cup.  Many people never made it in the 
school because of him.  He made a habit 
of being unnecessarily hard in contact 
activities, particularly towards women, and 
took his time when someone tapped out.

His "skills" as an "apothecary" are limited 
to what he has read since 1994, as David 



had nothing to teach him.  His herbal 
remedies can even be dangerous, 
although most are not because they are 
common knowledge instead of home-
brewed, uncertified concoctions.  
Warning: anyone in Chinese 
medicine who has the knowledge 
to give anything above basic 
advice or prescription is an actual 
OMD (Oriental Medical Doctor) and 
would be certified by the State as 
well.  He has been known to push 
drugs (herbal) onto people, and 
has no formal medical 
background.  Even in real Shaolin, they 
have a university degree for this sort of 
thing.

He also tried to play the philosopher and 
was always eager to make judgments as to 
what religion or belief is better than 
another.  I have had to correct him endless 
times on points in Buddhism and Taoism, 
and the schools aversion from Wicca and 
Paganism come from his own personal 
experiences.

A couple of years ago, he married one of 
my previous students, becoming involved 
before realizing he was one of the people I 
gave warnings about.  Trish is a wonderful 
woman, and I miss being in touch with 
her.  Although I would have wished her 
better, apparently she is happy and treated 
properly, and that is of the highest 
importance.  I hope this never changes, 
but if it does, Sean will answer for it.

Pete Powell

Whereas I cannot say for sure whether 
Sean really believes what he is doing in 
martial arts is real, I doubt Pete even 



cares.  To him, life is one big fish story, 
and he is a self-proclaimed expert in 
anything and everything until he actually 
has to do it.

Like Sean, he met David in the Navy, and 
moved up to Buffalo and in with Sean 
about a year after Lori died.  He was 
known mostly for being a loud, self-
admitting "Masshole," wearing "Big 
Johnson" shirts all the time -- unless he 
was in uniform, pretending to be praying 
on his "prayer beads."  He didn't seem to 
take sides on anything, but in the end was 
always inseparable from Sean.

He had some experience in sport martial 
arts, but couldn't have learned much from 
David because his skills were so weak and 
unrealistic, many new students of his could 
easily take him.

Tony Fucina

Tony started studying with Nine Dragons 
early on when Pete started teaching in 
1995.  He had actual training in kung fu 
before then (7 Star Preying Mantis if I 
remember correctly), and it showed -- 
unlike Sean and Pete, sparring him always 
made me work up a sweat.

He gives the school far more credibility 
than the school gives him, and I do not 
believe he is part of the deception.  He 
reminded me of myself, trusting and eager 
to learn from anywhere he could.  Of all 
their students, I have highest hopes for 
him, and when he realizes the truth, it will 
deal a great blow to the school.

Although he is no longer teaching at 
SUNYAB (his previous college), they still 



keep reference to him on their martial arts 
club site.  A link can be found HERE; a 
copy can be found HERE.
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"He who has a clear 
conscience need not fear a 

knock at the door at 
midnight" - Chinese Proverb

The challenges here are more from you to yourself than 
anyone else.  If you want to know more, do the 
research.  There can only be so many coincidences to 
account for lack of proof of David Moerler's lineage or 
training.

I accept any challenge to the information on this site.  I 
will even post any proof otherwise right here on this 
site.  I have begged the leaders of Song Mountain to 
file a lawsuit, but they know there is no lie I will not 
make the effort to uncover, and no false claim I cannot 
expose.

$1000
I offer the 

above 
award to 
anyone 
who can 

prove 
beyond 

reasonable 
doubt that 

David 
James 

Moerler 
has had 

any 
formal 
martial 

 



arts 
training 

in Shaolin 
before I 
left in 
1996.

Ken JP 
Stuczynski, 

21 
February 

2000
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This section will contain a growing listing of 
links, books, organizations, etc. to help 
anyone who is interested in knowing the 
truth.  However, honest research will 
involve finding your own resources, which 
are available everywhere online and 
offline.

I welcome any suggested materials / sites, 
and do not care if they prove or disprove 
either side of the story.  I leave it to the 
reader to find the truth. 

In the meantime, feel free to browse the 
Martial Arts Net Resource Site
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PLEASE NOTE: This guestbook was restarted in 
October 2002 due to a spam/pirate attack.  Old entries, 
minus advertisements, were then archived on a 
separate page, and then more were added since then.  I 
moved all of them to my online community forums, and 
the guestbook topic can be found by clicking HERE.

I apologize if you had left a message before this time, 
as I rarely check this site anymore.  Past letters and 
emails I have received may be available online at a later 
time.  Then again, they may not ... this is not an active 
part of my life anymore.  But I look forward to everyone 
continuing to view this site, and sharing their reactions, 
particularly from those who have experience with the 
school or David, good or bad.

- Ken, November 2004
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Unbelievable (2007-2008)

A new website, YouTube channel, 
Blogspot, and MySpace ... all for a school 
that all of a sudden decided it was a 
Tibetan Buddhist "monastery" ... knowing 
what I know firsthand, I'm at a loss what to 
say, except sorry I devote so little time to 
this site to keep the public aware of what is 
going on.

But I got my badge of honor ... one of their 
students, Donald J. (omitted for privacy) -- 
someone who otherwise I'd just as likely 
have ended up best friends with now that I 
researched him -- did the typical cult 
response I've seen a million times: I'm 
jealous; I shouldn't talk about things I 
(supposedly) don't practice; I'm projecting 
my own neuroses.  Always attack the 
attacker (see Scientology's "Dead Agent" 
tactic) ... and he ironically accuses me of 
lacking Buddhist ethics.  Under the 
circumstances, I easily forgive you, 
Donald, and if you're reading this, you'd be 
better off coming over for tea than talking 
so out of place like you have without taking 
the time to get your facts straight about me 
and what I know firsthand.  I think you'd be 
pretty surprised if you knew my spiritual 
history, including before I met David.

New Features (2002/10)

Please note that working on this site is not 
a personal priority, but I will add 

 
 



information or fill in the spaces if there are 
any specific requests.

Oh, and I fixed the guestbook.  It was 
"attacked." Sorry about any inconvenience 
in viewing it previously.

New Features (2001/01)

News Flash:  Within weeks (perhaps days) 
of us linking to the "official" Song Mountain 
website, they took it down.  This is the 
second time their site just up and 
disappeared from the web.  There is talk of 
a new site/location, redesigned a bit, but 
for now we will shortly post a copy of their 
last Geocities site.

ALSO, a posting of feedback from over the 
years, good and back, will be archived 
here, including emails from schools and 
styles David claimed to have learned -- 
even a representative of the family that has 
use of the name Penjak Silat Serak.  
(Pardon the spelling if it's wrong ... I'll 
double-check it next update when I'm not 
so busy!)

New Features (2000/12)

This "What's New Page"!
A Little About Religion in the 
Scheme of Things
Completed Bios on key people in 
the school
Public Guestbook!

If you wish to receive notification of 
updates by email , send an email to 
sken@kentropolis.com with the word 
"Subscribe" in the title.

mailto:sken@kentropolis.com
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To the current members of "Song Mountain Monastery" -

I deeply mourn any hurt caused by my posting the 
information on this site.  I do not question your individual 
sincerity, and certainly not your faith.  In fact, I envy your 
living of a tradition you believe you are following.  I myself 
have studied Buddhism and made it part of my life -- even as 
a Christian -- since I was about 13 years old.  I am currently 
a non-professional, non-denominational minister, and my 
calling is for peace between those of different creeds, finding 
kinship in the nameless ultimate truth underlying all paths.

Posting this does not imply that those who follow Tony and 
David (or any con or cult) are more gullible or unintelligent 
than the next man.  It is your open-mindedness and desire to 
learn that was used against you, as it was for me.  And if you 
are reading this, I sincerely appreciate your patience with 
accusations that I would guess do not fit into the framework 
of understanding you have been indoctrinated into over 
whatever period of time you've been involved.  Having only 
one controlled source of "inside" information is the key to 
psychological control that you (by its purposeful nature) 
would not even be aware of.  Defending against and being 
resistant to any contradictions of that framework is not only 
natural, but encouraged by those who have mastered that 
art of influence.  Doubt or critical consideration of other 
possibilities is the greatest danger to such control.  But you 
owe it to yourself, because one cannot know truth from lies 
without weighing both.

So what is my motivation?  What am I fighting against, if not 
any of you personally?  My issue is with illegitimate, 
dishonest sources of knowledge, even though the 
knowledge may have value.  I especially cannot sit by as 
others use meaningful spiritual teachings as a cover for their 
own hidden purposes.  That is what some people do -- they 
borrow the good and true, maybe add a little to it, buying 
credibility by claiming it as their own, and if people's lives are 
better then the ends justify the means -- and whatever 
karmic price that eventually must be paid, knowingly or not.  
It may give you tremendous meaning in your life, but it is still 
a slap in the face to the very thing it pretends to honor.

 
 
 



I do not hide that setting this particular thing straight is 
personal -- I solely started the school that became what you 
now call "Song Mountain" on behalf of your "venerable 
teacher" while he was in the Navy, back in 1993 and was the 
reason David, Sean, and Pete came to Buffalo those 
following years.  David and I were like brothers in College 
before that time (at least to me), long before the stories of 
any secret linage started.  I more than anyone know the 
truth, even though I wouldn't see it until it was too late.  The 
David that I and his friends and family know is not the same 
"Davyd" mythos you have taken for granted without question.

You can choose to gain whatever benefits you may find from 
staying with "Song Mountain" but must accept the 
consequences.  You are promoting a list of fake lineages 
that if perpetuated long enough will become an inaccurate 
part of history.  You are selling "blessed" objects under the 
pretense of credentials that are simply not true.  And you will 
encounter many people over the years who will look at the 
total lack of verifiability in your status as traditional, ordained 
disciples, that you will embarrass yourselves to those in the 
know and only hurt the image of others who preach the 
Dharma to those who do not.

I do not know to what benefit David has done all this.  It 
could be power, or financial gain, or simply a game.  
Perhaps he actually believes all of it and his real family and 
friends need to collect him so he may get help, if that were 
possible.  I wish I knew.  This sounds like insult perhaps, but 
it is merely a frustrating, lifelong, dull sorrow to me, and the 
only thing left is put my own feelings aside and warn others 
at this point.

My hope is for you to not only consider "my story" but to 
reach out to real Tibetan Buddhists and other martial artists.  
This will give you a reality check in two ways.  First, it will de-
isolate your sources of knowledge so you can determine the 
validity of what you know as well as the truth (or lack) of your 
school's background.  Secondly, it will keep you aware that 
whatever you seek can be found, not in any particular 
school, but within yourselves through the help of many 
sources outside what you may end up needing to leave 
behind.

The path is hard and painful, and requires either great 



courage or great disillusionment to take that step.  For me it 
was the latter, and I hope for you it will be the former.  Either 
way, I have taken that step and I offer to be there for you if 
you decide to move on.  But if you succeed, keep what is 
useful and meaningful and make it truly your own.

As for Tony, I am not convinced he believes all he has been 
told about his teacher's past, but not convinced he does not 
believe he is telling the truth when he himself passes down 
the story of your school.  Maybe the lie is worth more than 
the truth from his perspective.  But the ones who knowingly 
have passed on the lie to make David Moerler credible 
include his wife Jessica, Sean Garbach, and Peter Powell (if 
he is still around).  They were around before and during the 
time in 1995 when everything got bizarre, and I highly doubt 
they do not know for a fact that the whole background of the 
school, i.e. David's past, is anything more than illusion -- a 
secret they keep for whatever their own reasons.  The newer 
followers likely do not know the truth at all and meant not to 
deceive you.  Be sure not to lay blame carelessly, and if it is 
within your power, extend compassion -- even if only within 
your hearts -- to those who actually have betrayed you.

On last note: this site was put up long before there was any 
talk about Tibetan Buddhism being part of the myth.  Before 
1996 at the earliest, there was not even a hint of any 
religious tradition in Song Mountain, as it was "mystical" in 
flavor only -- it was a kung fu school run by a supposed 36th 
generation Shaolin grandmaster (David) that was "opening 
to the public", and ironically I was the only one really 
interested in the spirituality of the art.  The very idea of the 
school eventually turning into a religious community was as 
much of a shock to me as it might be to you that it could be 
otherwise.

Be careful what you believe, as all belief has consequence.  
Truth is more than intention and action, and with even the 
slightest knowledge of what could be true comes 
responsibility.

My peace to you, no matter what your decision,

Ken 
ken@kentropolis.com

 

mailto:ken@kentropolis.com


"When you meet the friendliest people you have ever known, 
who introduce you to the most loving group of people you've 

ever encountered, and you find the leader to be the most 
inspired, caring, compassionate and understanding person 
you've ever met, and then you learn the cause of the group 
is something you never dared hope could be accomplished, 
and all of this sounds too good to be true-it probably is too 
good to be true! Don't give up your education, your hopes 

and ambitions to follow a rainbow." 
 

- Jeannie Mills, Ex-member of The People's Temple (Jim 
Jones), later found murdered
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Original Shaolin 9 Dragon Website

David J. Moerler Fraud Alert Site

Song Mountain GeoCities Site (2000)

Original Shaolin 9 Dragon Website

Published to the internet in late 1996, this site never 
had an update with articles or any other content.  
"Dragon Sphere" was to be a martial arts supply 
business, similar to Iron Circle, owned by Ken 
Stuczynski.

It contains an outlandishly unlikely listing of styles and 
forms taught, and interesting biographies of the 
teachers and "grandmaster".

When the "Fraud Alert Site" went live, the website was 
almost immediately taken down by their web host, the 
owners of which were former students.  These students, 
like many others, had various complaints about how 
women were treated in the school. CLICK HERE

A copy of their site was captured and used as 
"evidence" on the Fraud Alert site. 

David J. Moerler Fraud Alert Site

The information in this site was originally published in 
February 1997 in response to the original "Shaolin 9 
Dragons" website.  Since that time, there has been one 
complaint, a few criticisms, and much thanks and 
approval from martial artists around the world for taking 

 
 



on this matter publicly. The number of hits from from 
this page (February 1997 to June 1998) totaled over 
1700.

The contents are the result of a year of research, 
interviews, and private investigation. It later added a 
strong message: "I take full responsibility for the validity 
of the statements below, and openly accept any 
challenge legally or otherwise against it. The details are 
accurate as of at least the end of 1997."

Both sites continued to receive regular visitors on an 
almost daily basis until the traffic was forwarded here. 
CLICK HERE 

Song Mountain GeoCities Site (2000)

This last site never seemed to be "live" and got little 
traffic.  Hosted on Geocities, it ran from about August 
1999 to January 2001.  Although it is permanently 
archived as it was, I cannot even reproduce it here 
properly because of its unnecessary complexity of 
frames, which made it a nightmare to view at 800x600, 
and impossible in Netscape Navigator because the 
navigation was in a small inline frame with scrolling.  In 
other words, whoever built it shouldn't quit their day job.

The ironic thing about their site, besides taking it down 
right after I linked to it (coincidence?), was that students 
often found THIS site while looking for their own.

The site may not be reproduced here in all its content, 
but maybe someday part of it will be with survivable 
navigation and sans a few wacky backgrounds which 
were distracting or made it harder to read.  The 
Geocities advertisements will go, too.  Of course, the 
content itself will remain as it was for the world to see.  
Once it is up, feel free to compare this site (and its 
claims) with their earlier one (above).
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The key to understanding the Song Mountain system of 
martial arts is the life and experience of the central 
figure of the "grandmaster," whose legal name is David 
James Moerler. 

Around the age of 6, and after an alledgedly 
dysfunctional childhood, David's mother died of natural 
causes.  She was Chinese by blood, but had been 
adopted at birth by a German-American family and had 
no contact with her biological family.  

This is in contradiction to David's claim to have learned 
Lin Quei, a Chinese vagabond martial art, from her 
mother's side of the family.  To this day and perhaps 
indefinitely, he may have no specific knowledge of his 
mother's actual bloodline, and the odds of such 
knowledge are ridiculously small.  He fabricated this 
myth at a time when Ninjitsu (which historically may 
have been derived from the Chinese Lin Quei) was 
popular.

Around 1992, he started the myth that he was recruited 
by the US military for special ops at the end of grade 
school, and had done covert operations in South 
America and other places.  He said this explained his 
disappearances of a day or two at a time during 
College, and was why he started a higher rank than 
usual in the Navy.  Actually, he started as the lowest 
class seaman and never was promoted his entire Naval 
career.

Raised by his grandmother and an aunt and uncle, he 
went to a typical high school in Central Long Island.  
(Contrary to David's version of the school, none of the 
present security existed at that time.)  

The claims that he is somehow related to both the 

 
 
 



Chinese and Italian mafias is ridiculous.  He even told 
me the big New York City crime boss that was killed in 
the late '80s was his uncle.
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David had never taken a formal class in any martial art, 
but since late grade school was an avid hobbyist when 
it came to martial arts, being obsessed with analyzing 
and practicing things he came across in movies, books, 
and magazines.  He played martial arts with his friends, 
and started a club, sort of an inside joke taken too 
seriously, called "The Poison Clan School of the Arts", 
after the movie "The Five Deadly Venoms."  

TPC ("The Poison Clan") was supposedly a roundtable 
of teenage martial arts masters of various ranks and 
styles training together as an underground school.  In 
fact, there was no actual school, and none of them were 
masters.  In fact, few if any even studied martial arts of 
any kind.

David claimed that the co-founder of TPC and its 
philosophy (called "R.O.N.A.I.I." -- Refining Our Natural 
Attitudes/Abilities And Inborn Instincts) was a master 
swordsman of world class caliber, having beaten a 
famous Chinese weapon's expert.  This was his best 
friend John, who briefly studied fencing.

Although they went to New York City occasionally, in 
reality TPC had nothing to do with gang involvement or 
David's leadership of "The Silver Dragons," which may 
or may not have even existed.  It is likely that David has 
never even been in a real street fight, a sharp contrast 
to the never-ending trail of gang stories. 

Most notable during the "Poison Clan" period was his 
attendance with John at a martial arts demonstration.  
The school was run by Sifu Tonny Kho, whose modified 
name David years later transmogrified into legend as 
his late Shaolin master.
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It was from the ages of 12 to 16 that he was supposed 
to have trained up to eight hours per day at a "Shaolin 
Temple" on Long Island.  This claim is documented on 
videotape from a seminar he spoke at in 1994. He 
always had a story to tell about experiences he had 
there. 

This Shaolin myth started around 1993, where he 
proclaimed he was a Shaolin priest since years before.  
When asked why he never said anything before, his 
answer was a simple, "you never asked."

According to him, his "teacher" from a "Shaolin Temple" 
in Long Island is dead and the temple "closed" 
coincidentally as some of his students attempted to find 
it for ourselves.  Actually, the school he took this legend 
from is one he and his best friend visited for a free 
lesson, and it still exists.  His "master's" name, which 
David pronounces like a Japanese name -- /tu-NEE-ka/ 
-- is that of a master still living, who runs the school, 
"Tonny Kho."  If there is any doubt this is the case, it is 
eliminated by realizing that one of the "styles" David 
claims to teach is actually the name of one of Tonny 
Kho's ancestors in the arts, and not a style at all.
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Tony Fucina 
Place of Birth: Buffalo, New York 

DOB: 9/17/78

School: Sonshan Wuyi 

Instructor: Sitaigung Davyd Moerler 

Age: 21 

Additional Note: 
      " Gold dust, although precious, when stuck in the eyes causes blindness". 

 

Previous (Mr. Simmons) Instructor Next (Mr. Kirkey) Style
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Subject of the Month
Meditation, and the purpose of the Scholar

Styles, Forms Taught
108 forms are available within this system!

We teach Martial art forms including over 20 Varieties of Dragon,
Tiger, 5 Varieties of Monkey, 3 Varieties of Snake, 7 Star Mantis, Bear, Scorpion and Crane.

Ti Chi Chuan, Hao Peng, Ho Mei Pai, Hung Pei, Wing Chung, Lin Quei, Pen Yak Silat Serak, Sil Lum Tao, Wu
Chi Tan,Hsin Chuan, Say Fong Kuen, Hsiao Siu Fu Yin,Hammer on Anvil, Sup Gee Kuen, Chen 8 Secton Taiji, No
Lick Kuen, Teet Sao, Lung Jieng Tan, Fu Jeing Tan, I Nan Kuen, Noi Lick Kuen, Mui Fa Kuen, Lung Chuan , Bok
Pai Chaun, Chum Kiu, Shao Forr Lung Tan Hok Kuen, Gok Fee Kuen, Sea Mau Hok, Fa Kuen, Pei Feng Shaolin,

Hsuan Feng Kun, Shuang Lung Ta Chang, Chen Taiji Darn Jian, Kao Pu Chu Hua Shan, Heaven and Earth
Dragon Set, Siu Ying Yi, Bei Shaolin Chuan, Bei Yaun Chu Tung

Over 150 Hand strikes, Over 70 Leg Techniques, Over 20 Throws Tosses and Take Downs

Weapons Taught
Over 60 Different weapons, Single Stick, Double Stick (ascreama Sticks), Tonfa, Spear, Sai, Darn Dao, Shang Sao, Knife,
Darn Giann, Shang Giann, Pak Wu Dao, Double Axes, Double Halbreds, Malon Hammers, Wind Fire Wheels, DeerHorn

Knife, Tiger Fork, Kwan Dao, Three sectional Staff, Chain Whip, Rope Dart, Meteor Hammer, Horse Bench, Ring
Daggers, Monk Spade, Sun and Moon Staff, Two Handed Swords,..ect.

Chi Kungs
Iron Palm, Iron Vest, Stone Dragon, Eight Pieces of Brocade, Hun Yaun Palm,Taoist Sphere Circles, 18 Arhat

Miscalany
Chi Massage, Herbalism, Painting drawing, flower arranging, Calligraphy, Gardening, Bonsai and Tea Ceremony

Instructors

Si Tai Gung Davyd J Moerler
Personally trained in Foo Joon Lin Kuei, consisting of survival skills, self defense and various wilderness Skills and
Chinese folklore of Southern China's origin. Over twenty years experience in the martial arts, eleven in teaching, Sole
founder of Shaolin 9 Dragons Kung fu as a conglomerate of several Shaolin and various other Chinese arts and Sciences
pieced together without reduction in order to create a complete martial and health art to enhance quality of life and
refinement of spirit in the Shaolin tradition. A disciple and Priest of Shaolin under the Diamond School of Natural Shaolin
Arts, in Chan Buddhism, ordained minister backed by Sacramento Ca. There is difficulty in New York State and its
recognition of Buddhist and Taoist philosophies. Within the 18 Classical Weapons of Chinese Kungfu we offer 52
variations. I am also qualified to teach varieties of Indonesian weaponry .
Trained under Sifu Tahn Nie Kho founder of Night Leopard Strikes form the Cave Kwoon to attain a Fourth Level Black
Sash in the following: Ho Mei Pei ( Shaolin art that stresses large circular movements, powerful striking, advanced
weapon work with carry over into empty hand fighting sets). Hao Peng ( Shaolin art specializing in eight gates, angular
and indirect attacking methods such as groudfighting, contains Northern Monkey, Northern Dragon, Five Elements and the
Nine Emotional Fist) Hung Pei ( Stresses Five Animal influence, Nature Fist Boxing, a large quantity of Chin na and
throwing arts ) Guru Pentjak Silat Serah also awarded by Sifu Tahn Nie Kho, an abstract Indonesian art form consisting of
breathing exercises, transcendal and imitative meditations to reach higher consciousness, Fighting theories and concepts
mainly, only a handful of actual prearranged techniques.
Black Sash Wing Chun under Master Jonathon Goh, a small variation of Moy Yat style of Wing Chun. This style stresses
close in fighting techniques heavily reliant on the hand techniques and foot work accompanying and maneuvering for
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proper angular attack.
Yang and Chen style Taijiquan under Master James Ho and a number of his associates, we teach four complete hand forms
including applications both for health and self defense. Also as part of the Taiji curriculum both static and fixed step
pushhands as well as a Taiji Jiann Set (double Edge sword) and a push hands form. Later training will be made in the
Shaolin Modified Yang Set and the Taiji Darn Dao ( saber ) will be offered as they are currently under study by myself,
Kung fu is a lifelong learning process.
Tong Bei Quan , Seven Star Mantis were both studied under Master Hau Se Fong, my teacher's teacher, as well as
advanced weapon sets in Shaolin Kung fu. Under his tutelage, I am able to teach the following animal styles, White Ape, 5
Family Monkey, Seven Star Mantis, Yin & Yang Mantis, Snake, White Cobra, Golden Python, White Crane, Golden
Leopard, Bear, Scorpion, Tiger, and From 9 Classical varieties of Dragon 27 of the 36 variations . Our non-animal
essences include Nature Fist, 5 Element, Beggar's Fist, Drunken Style and Drunken Eight Immortals.
My personal experience has also drifted into the Japanese arts of Yokonshu ryu Ninjitsu and Aikido which I have an
honorary black belt and black belt respectively in. In the past I have also studied Shadow Eagle, Choy Lat Fut, Hung Gar,
Heaven & Earth Hsing I, and Pa kua Chuan but none to any significant rank at this time.
The training of Kungs or Great Skills as they are often called requires total dedication and are offered to our most trusted
students at the advanced levels. these include Iron Palm, Iron Vest, Muscle Tendon Change, and Stone Dragon. As head of
this system I have studied nearly 30 of these Kungs and allow training in them after the above four have been studied.

Si Di David Davenport
Bio Under Construction

Sifu Peter Powell
Bio Under Construction

Sifu John Slomka
Sifu John Slomka is in charge of Equipment Maintenance and Acquisitions. He has been studying Shaolin Kung Fu for 5.5

years, and has also briefly trained in the Japanese arts of Aiki-Justu and Iaito. His Skills include training in the use of
sticks, staff, sai, knife, tonfa, and darn Jinn

Sifu Michael A. Boris
Sifu Boris has over 15 years of experience in Ti Chi Chaun, Kung Fu, Karate
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Coming Soon! The Dragon Sphere Supply and Botiuque
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Shaolin 9 Dragons Kung Fu

 

Headquarted in Buffalo NY,

We teach a plethora of Martial art forms including
Tiger, Monkey, Snake, Mantis, Bear, Scorpion ,Crane,

over 9 Varieties of Dragon, and Ti Chi Chuan

36 forms taught from level 0 - 12,
most other systems only teach 10!

Si Tai Gung Davyd Moerler
Si di David Davenport

Sifu Peter Powell
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Martial Arts for Martial Artists.

Find out more about 9 dragons at dragon@paradox.com, or call 716/825-5681. 10/2/96 Copyright © 1996
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Davyd J.
Moerler

Fraud Alert

David in 1994, wearing what he called a
special "teacher's belt" -- actually a

common wushu belt.

Old Shaolin Nine
Dragons Website ...

The kung fu cult "Song Mountain", formerly known as
"Shaolin Nine Dragons" or "Nine Dragons Shaolin
Kung Fu" in Buffalo, NY is teaching under fraudulent
claims. The self-proclaimed Grandmaster ("Si Tai
Gung"), David Moerler, is a long-time con artist and
fraud. He claims to have been a Black Sash, ordained a
34th generation Buddhist Priest at a temple on Long
Island that never existed. Quite a claim for someone
who would have been in high school at the time. To this
day, even those closest to him think his legal name is
Davyd, and believe he was given the pseudo-Chinese
name "Nu Nei Chu Yang Foo." This name supposedly
came from the Chinese side of his family he and his
mother (adopted into a white family) had no contact
with.

The name he used for his late master is actually taken
from a living teacher, Tonny Kho, near where he lived.
However, he never actually became a student there, or
anywhere else, and admitted to some that all his
knowledge came from intensely studying books,
magazines, and movies. He also studied phychology
extensively, and if anything, became a master of mind
tricks and sleight of hand.

From 1990 to 1995, I unknowingly promoted his
folklore to others. The "story" of how his system began
included a NYC gang of martial experts (with himself
as the leader) known as "The Poison Clan." In reality,
this was an inside joke between him and his best friend,
borrowing it from the movie, The Five Deadly Venoms.
He also claimed to have won by combat the title of
leader of a NYC gang called the Silver Dragons. There
is also no record of him in tournament listings, although
he supposedly held a New York State title.

Perhaps worst of all, he claimed to have learned secret
vagabond arts from his pure Chinese mother, who was
adopted into a white family, and had no contact with
her Chinese heritage since she was only months old.
Regardless, he claims to teach "his family's secret art" --
Lin Quei.
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The website of "Shaolin 9 Dragons" ran from
October 1996 to January 1997. His biography has
changed several times over the years, becoming
more and more outlandish. Keeping in mind he was
born in 1970, read what he claimed to teach at that
time.

Click HERE to view their old Website

Note: There is NO affiliation between The Buffalo
Connection (their ex-host) and "Shaolin 9

Dragons" or its current school. There is also no
affiliation between "Shaolin" Nine Dragons and
the Nine Dragons registered by Ken Stuczynski.

More Questions & Answers,
Inspired by Readers...

After falsifying information to get financial assistance
to go to D'Youville College (where we met), the law
caught up with him. After two semesters, he was forced
to go into the Navy to avoid a jail term for IRS fraud --
he failed to report income from doing contracting work
without a license, and was using multiple social security
numbers. During his totally unpromoted naval career of
four years, he was almost discharged for mental
problems, but continued to make himself to be a martial
arts guru. He gained students, some of which settled in
Buffalo to join my circle of friends and help me teach
locally. This time, he decided to be a Shaolin Priest,
something he supposedly didn't tell us previously
because "we didn't ask."

After severe business problems between the students in
Buffalo, namely credit card fraud, embezzlement and
theft, his motives and identity came into question. He
claimed affiliation or acquaintance with everyone from
Mantak Chia to the Dhali Lama. He recently led his
students to believe he had exclusive information from a
"temple", later to discover anyone could order videos
from the source!

But it did not end here. Almost everything he told
people in his travels, in Florida, or Buffalo, or on the
open sea, was either a lie or a delusion. He took stories
from biographies of people like Bruce Lee, and made
them his own, depending on who he talked to. The truth
has been hidden about his real family life, his Naval
career, and the abandonment of his children. Instead,
his life is filled with spy stories, supposed ties with the
Italian & Chinese mafias, falsified satanic experiences,
and faked illnesses and psychological regressions. It
appears nothing anyone knows of him can be taken for
granted anymore.

I have slowly discovered some of the real origins of the
mish-mosh of the martial techniques he teaches -- even
historical and cultural information was fabricated or
blurred. Please remember, any dealings with him
personally or professionally, are potentially dangerous,
and the students who realized the truth but stayed to
train will discover many flaws in their knowledge in the
years to come. If anyone finds additional information
that relates to this research please contact me by e-mail.
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<BACK Questions & Answers
Who is Nine Dragons?

I, Ken Stuczynski, claim sole responsibility for the school registered with Erie County, New York, under
the name "Nine Dragons Kung Fu Society." I registered this name to legally secure my claim to it, as I
have taught it longer and to more people than has anyone in "Shaolin 9 Dragons." Plainly, my reputation
is at stake.

Are YOU a FRAUD?????

I thought I was a 35th generation Shaolin student, but instead turned out to be a 2nd generation
improvisor. As a matter of fact, not long ago I would take immediate offense to anyone falsely claiming
to be Shaolin.

However, a fraud is someone who is not what he claims to be. A Chinese proverb states that one with a
clear conscience need not fear a knock on the door at midnight. I am heartbroken to have found out that I
was living a lie these past years. I no longer claim to be Shaolin, as I unknowingly did these past years.
Do you know what it is like to find out your master is a fake? Loosing thousands of years of lineage &
heritage overnight is worse than any kick in the groin. But more so I am ashamed that I had not opened
my eyes to the truth sooner, and involved many others into the pseudo-Shaolin cult group of "Shaolin 9
Dragons."

How long have you known?

Since early 1996, though I had not associated with the school for some time before this. I was "weaned"
out of the system, shortly after my investigation of "Shaolin Priest" David Moerler started and the
"Grandmaster" realized I was on to something. However, I look back and could kick myself for not
listening to warnings from people and events. My educational background includes a BA in Philosophy
with a minor in Psychology. I have studied Eastern thought years before my martial arts training, since I
was twelve. Yet I broke the cardinal rule of a philosopher -- I failed to be objective about my own belief
system.

What happened that convinced you?

My concern started in November 1995 when David (aka Davyd, etc.) faked amnesia and blamed it on
Shaolin. Him and his friends from the Navy who settled here to be part of a school robbed my business
blind (IRON CIRLCE Martial Arts Merchandise & Supply), and when a common friend helped me
realized this, I tried confronting him. Trusting him for so long as a Brother and Spiritual guide, I knew he
knew what was going on, refusing to believe at the time he was a key player, along with his fiancee,
Jessica Reese. Anyway, he broke out into a faked seizure, jumped into a martial arts stance, collapsed
again, and was rushed home before the ambulance arrived (I called 911 even though Jessica tried to stop
me). For the next day or so, Jessica would not allow anyone to see him except Sean Garbach ("sifu" in
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charge of Chinese medicine). It was explained that he had amnesia, but only about some things, i.e.. the
business (David and I were partners, with all my money of course). No one was supposed to talk to him
about it as Sean and Jessica insisted that "Shaolin" purposely made him forget about anything that would
interfere with his "mission" to open a temple in the next few years. How convenient....

This story is ridiculous! Why should anyone take your word for it?

Don't take my word at all. I'm just dying for a libel suit. That is where, in addition to all my notes, my
lawyer brings out my "care package" in her possession, which includes a taped interview with Sean
Garbach detailing the events I just mentioned.

Have you considered this might be true?

Yes. I realized a while after this event that one of three things were true. Either Shaolin screws with
people's heads, David was mentally incompetent, or he was faking it to resolve conflict that would
incriminate him.

What else happened?

Too much to mention here, except for the most obvious: Green Dragon Studios. David's supposed temple
on Long Island where he studied never existed. To cover himself, he convinced everyone his master died
(based on a real-life master who is still alive and teaches the main arts David claims to have a 4th degree
black sash in since he was 19). The temple supposedly closed, too. Shaolin was "downloading" forms
and knowledge into his mind from China or wherever.

According to him, he started getting personal instruction from Sifu Allen, who ran a Shaolin temple in
Ohio or New York. When some students realized the videos from Sifu Allen were from Green Dragon
Studio who advertises in Inside Kung Fu, he added to the story. Things like "Stone Dragon" were found
to be "Stone Warrior" kung in their catalog, after David told them Green Dragon would not sell such
things to the general public. Like myself, his students looked the other way, rationalizing with him. He
collected their $100/tape, only to show students certain parts, being sure to edit out what he called
"personal parts" directed specifically to him from Sifu Allen.

But couldn't it still be true?

Not according to Sifu Allen. I have signed documentation proving David had no contact with him at all,
except for being a customer, ordering a few videos that are otherwise available to anyone with cash in
hand.

So if your master is a fake, why do you call yourself a master?

I don't. Without my insistence, most of my students over the years call me Sifu, meaning
"father-teacher." I willingly accept this, as this is how strongly I feel towards my students. I live my life
on the axiom of respecting those who have went before me (elders, ancestors, masters), and love all
others as my own children.

But you don't have any REAL training!

Oh, really? My "master" was still very skilled, and passed down a tremendous amount of information,
even if he did get it from "Karate Kid" and endless magazines, books, and movies. The trouble is
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weeding out the false information and fake legends. Apart from stories, the techniques have served me
and my students well.

Besides, he was in the Navy during most of my early training, which in his absence I took very seriously.
I yearned for the spirituality that came with Eastern martial arts, and with or without him found it. To this
day, it is an important (vital) component of my life and lifestyle. I filled in the gaps with new knowledge
from other systems and my own creativity, much as I believe the ancient masters had done. More
importantly, as a "student-teacher," I passed

So what style(s) do you claim to teach?

None. When people want to learn specific things, I refer them to another school whenever possible. I
teach many principles from Tai Chi, Wing Chun, etc., but DO NOT TEACH THESE STYLES. I simply
provide some fundamental knowledge in common sense martial arts, using primarily Chinese techniques
and body motions/alignments. I teach what I have learned on my own and by teaching.

What about Chi and Chi Kung?

As in other areas, I would give up my next incarnation to study under a master. However, I have done
much research in this area. I have no problem with "one-inch punches," Tai Chi pushes, generating heat
in the hands, etc., and can sense many things physically and mentally/emotionally about my students
without sight or physical contact. I do not consider these to be exceptional abilities, and my students
learn to experience their own natural body energy (and those of others) in everyday life right from the
start.

Who do YOU teach if there are masters out there?

Anyone who wishes sincerely to learn. The main reason I am called to teach here and now is because
there are so few real masters where I live, and there is such a need! I sing the praises of a few local
masters to my students and encourage them to find others to further their study, but there are too many
frauds and game-players. It is ironic I associated with those I fought so hard against.

Part of my calling as a teacher now is to stress discernment in choosing where, how, and from whom you
receive knowledge. My personal experience is a powerful asset to this.

What about openly challenging your "master"?

I have though long and hard about this, and have counseled with many. If it is my destiny, so be it -- I
have made my peace with my own death, and so there is nothing that can be taken away from me I would
not willingly offer. However, I fail to see what a physical confrontation would prove, and am an extreme
pacifist who would especially wish not to spill the blood of one I once called "Brother." I pray the truth
speaks loudly, through me, and on my behalf.

What if you are challenged for not teaching with the authority of an existing system?

Isn't this how they all started? I accept only unconditional challenges for the purpose of learning. I hope
to lose, also, as it is often better to be "taught a lesson" than to "teach someone a lesson." Someday I wish
to earn the respect of Masters in the martial arts community, and study under them whenever possible.
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